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Abstract
In tolerancing, numerous works deal with the theory of tolerance analysis and synthesis of
mechanisms, others deal with verification of isolated parts, but no study has focused
specifically on the metrology of mechanisms. Nowaday, the metrology of mechanisms begins
to be a key parameter for validating the theoretical model of joint.
At first, a measuring system is presented; it allows to determine experimentally joint
behaviours. This device is based on a set of displacement sensors, located outside the joint,
to capture every spatial displacement. From the measures, the three rotations and three
translations of displacement are computed. The originality of the system is to allow the
visualization of the gap hull of the joint. Moreover, the distribution of the local form defects of
the surfaces in contact inside the joint may be determined. In parallel, the surfaces in contact
are measured with an area surface texture measuring instrument. From these
measurements, it is proposed to compute theoretically the gap hull. Finally, a comparison of
both hulls is presented.

1 Introduction
The coordinate metrology has been intensively used to
measure part individually. With it, it is also possible to
measure static asssemblies (ie. without any mobility
between the part constituting it). If it is not the case, how
is it possible to characterize it? Furthermore, how is it
possible to determine the gap with this classical
metrology tool? Several applications were developed for
particular cases, but there is a lack of general framework
on this topic.
In the litterature, papers are mainly focused on models
and methods for tolerance simulation. The more relevant
models are based on particular hypotheses like no form
defects and non-interference constraints between the
surfaces of the parts.
For the tolerancing, these constraints define the bound
of feasibility spaces initially introduced by [1]. Giordano et
al. have greatly developed this concept. They complete
this previous approach by considering the gaps of joint
without any consideration of the form defect of the
constituting part. They introduce the terms of clearance
and deviation spaces [2, 3]. This approach is more and
more used through various terms and variant approaches
according to the authors: variation zones [4], polytopes
[5], interface and specification hulls [6, 7] and, more
recently, Tolerance-Map [8, 9].
However, all these concept are theorical and there is
no confrontation between these models and experimental
data. This last point represent one of the main originality
of this paper.
This work is focused on a planar joint. The aim is to
determine experimentally the relative positions of the
parts and to compare the experimental data to the
theoretical models.
The experimental joint is made of a rectangular bar
sliding through a rectilinear groove. A measuring device

has been specially developed for this study. It is
composed of linear displacement sensors which are in
contact with the bar and fixed to the groove. Thus, it is
possible to measure the relative displacements between
these parts mainly due to the gap of this planar joint.
In the third section, a numerical processing is
developed to treat the measures and determine the
displacements between these two parts. The gap hull of
the displacements and the envelope of the positions may
be represented with a good accuracy.
A 2D exploitation of the results is proposed in section 4
followed by a 3D study in section 5. Particular attention is
paid to compare all along this paper theorical
developpement and experminental results.

2 Experimental device
The main principle is to measure relative
displacements due to the gap between the parts
constituting the planar joint with linear displacement
sensors. In a general case, the default number of sensors
corresponds to six for measuring displacements according
to the six degrees of possible displacements, three
translations and three rotations. For a particular joint, the
minimal number of required sensors is equal to the
number of kinematic constraints.
The sensors used in this work are DP5 probes of
Solartron Metrology. They are based on LVDT technology
with a measurement range of 5mm and an accuracy lower
than 0.5µm.
The determination of the position of every sensors
depends on the components of the displacements to
measure. For a bilateral planar joint, the number of
sensors, is equal to three. Figure 1 represents the
measurement device designed for measuring the gaps of
such a pair. The position of the three sensors allows to
obtain displacements in translation along the z axis and
rotations around x and y axes.
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Fig. 1 Experimental device.
A typical experiment consists in manually moving the
part according to the clearance of the pair. During this
operation, measurements are automatically and regularly
recorded
Every experiments are realised with an
aquisition frequency of 100Hz during 30s and lead to
record 3000 measurements.
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According to the previous results, the displacements
between the parts can be expressed by a small
displacement torsor (SDT) defined at the point O [10, 11]:
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3.2

Small displacement determination

Let n be the number of sensors.
Let Pk ୩ and nk be a point and a collinear vector of the
axis of sensor k.
Let  mk be the measured value obtained with the
sensor k.
Sensor k

3 Numerical processing
The determination of the displacement of the part from
measurement is realised by a numerical processing. The
great deal of interest in the obtained results comes from
this numerical processing carried out on a PC through
procedures developed into Labview software. The details
of the calculations are available in the next section.
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nk
After displacement

Small displacements parameters

The rigid motion of a part can be decomposed into a
spatial rotation and a spatial translation. Let us consider,
the origin O of the affine space and an arbitrary point
initially called (M) and become (M’) after the
displacement.
It is defined:
the vector of the point M before the displacement
ሬሬሬሬሬሬԦ
ࡹ ൌ ܱܯ
the vector of the point M’ after the displacement
ሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬԦ
ࡹԢ ൌ ܱܯԢ

The rigid motion is described by the following equation:
ࡹᇱ ൌ ܴǤ ࡹ  ࢚
ሺͳሻ
With ܴ: a rotation matrix around an axis passing
throught the point O,
ݑ
and ࢚ ൌ  ቈ  ݒ : a translation vector.
ݓ
Since the angles due to the gap are small, a first order
approximation of rotation matrix can be used as written in
equation 2.
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The rotation is then defined by three angular
parameters α, β and γ, representing respectively the
angles around x, y and z. We can notice that:
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Fig. 2 Deviation mesured by the sensor k.



For each sensor, the displacement mk is:
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So, we obtain six linear equations for six unknown
parameters corresponding to the translation and
orientation values.
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The resolution of this system allows to determine the
relative displacement of a part by:
ࢊ ൌ ିܯ 
ሺͻሻ
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Gap hull

0.08

The set of measured displacements belongs to the gap
hull [2], but they represent only “several points” of this
hull. The visualization of two or three parameters by
points is not sufficient. A better visualization of the results
could be based on the representation of the limits of the
gap hull.
With the assumption that the gap hull is convex , the
limit of a gap hull is given by a polygon (in dimension 2) or
a polyhedron (in dimension 3), minimal convex,
containing the points representing the displacements.
Several examples of convex hull are given in figures 5
and 10. The determination of these polygons and
polyhedrons is not detailed in this paper.
The characteristic values of these gap hulls can be
compared with the theoretical values obtained from
geometrical measurements of the concerned parts.
Experimental gap hull can even be compared graphically
with the theoretical hull; we will see that thereafter.

4 2D study of a bilateral planar joint
The planar joint consists of an assembly composed
with a parallelepiped of section 25x15mm (part 2) and a
groove for the part 1 (see figure 3). The length of the
groove is 50mm long (along y axis). Three sensors allow
the measurement of the three small displacements of this
joint.
Part 1
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Fig. 4 Displacement α = f(w).ࡹᇱ ൌ ሺࡵ  ࡾ ሻࡹ  ࢚ ൌ
ࡹ  ࡾ ࡹ  ࢚

From these measurements, the minimal convex
polygon can be determined and graphically represented
(figure 5). The next section consists in determining the
theoretical shape of this hull.
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Fig. 5 Convex hull.
Sensor 3

Sensor 2

Sensor 1
Fig. 3 Detail of the planar joint.
This three sensors are defined by the following points
and vectors:
P1(10,-35,0), P2(10,35,0), P3(-10,-35,0)
ଵ ൌ ଶ ൌ ଷ ൌ ࢠ


4.2

Based on the geometrical dimension of every elements
composing the joint, the determination of the theoretical
gap hull is possible.
z
Part 1

Then, for each sensor k ሺܲ ሺݔ ǡ ݕ ǡ ݖ ሻǡ ࢠሻ:
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j/2
Part 2

In our case,only sensors 1 and 2 are used because in
the planar study, the rotation aroud y axis (β) is
considered as equal to zero. The displacement
parameters are solutions of the following system of
equations 11.

݉ଵ ൌ െ ݓ ͵ͷߙ


݉ଶ ൌ െ ݓെ ͵ͷߙ
ሺͳͳሻ

4.1

Comparison with theoretical hull

A

O
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50

Experimental hull

The resolution of the equation 11, for each
measurement, gives w and α. All these calculated points
(w, α) are plotted in figure 4.
June 15th – 17th, 2011, Venice, Italy

Fig. 6 Detail of the pair.
In a traditional way, the non-interference constraints at
point A and point B located at the ends of the joint (figure
534
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6) give:
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Joint width: 50mm
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These four non-interference constraints expressed in
function of the displacement parameters give:
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The hull delimited by these four constraints
corresponds to a rhombus. In figure 7, a comparison
between the theoretical and experimental gap hull is
proposed.
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Fig. 7 Comparison of experimental
and theoretical gap hulls.
The four vertices of the rhombus correspond to the
four extreme configurations of displacements in rotation
and translation. These configurations correspond to:
for the right vertex: the maximum rotation,
for the left vertex: the minimum rotation,
for the top vertex: the maximum translation,
for the bottom vertex: the minimum translation.
The two gap hulls have similar forms. Nevertheless
different characteristics appear. One can notice in
particular that the bottom side is truncated and leads to a
round form. This point is discussed in the next section.

4.3

Surface defects

The values of displacements for each measurement
allow todetermine the position of the axis of the part 2
compared to the part 1 (figure 8).
This figure represents the envelope of the local
clearance above and below the bar. Considering that the
bar is perfect, the graph represents the form of the
surfaces of the groove. In this case, for the presented
hull, one can observe that the bottom surface presents a
convex curvature. In fact, the bar and the groove can be
both convex, the result relates to both. We can not
distinguish the contribution from each part.
From the experimental device, it is possible to obtain
knowledge of the surfaces without measuring them
directly. So, a form defect lower than 0,01mm can be
detected.
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Fig. 8 Positions of the axis in the plane Oyz.
Moreover, according to the visual analysis of the hull, it
is possible to determine the type of form defect. It could
be identified various classes of defects for this type of
planar joint which could be directly related to the hull
defects:
top or bottom vertices truncated means that top or
bottom surfaces are convex,
left or right vertices truncated means that groove or
bar are twisted,
vertical shift of the left and right vertices (the two
vertices are not on the same horizontal line) means
that the origin point O is not centered,
horizontal shift of the top and bottom vertices (the two
vertices are not on the same vertical line) means that
top or bottom surfaces are not parallel.

5 3D study
For the 3D study, it is considerated an other angle b
around y axis.
From the three measured displacements associated to
the sensors, it is proposed to compute the different
position parameters (w, a, b) by solving the following
system of equations:

݁ଵ ൌ െ ݓ ͵ͷߙ  ͻߚ

݁ଶ ൌ െ ݓെ ͵ͷߙ  ͻߚ

݁ଷ ൌ െ ݓ ͵ͷߙ െ ͻߚ
ሺͳͷሻ

5.1

Experimental gap hulls

Once the displacements are computed, it is possible to
represent them on a 3D graph. To simplify the
representation , the minimal convex polyhedron
containing all the measured points is represented in figure
9.
As explained in section 4 for the planar study, the
theoretical gap hull can be computed from sizes of the
parts constituting the joint. In that case, eight noninterference constraints are written: two for each vertex of
the part with a rectanglar shape corresponding to the
surfaces of contact. The hull delimited by these eight
constraints formed an octahedron. The gap hull obtained
from experimental data shown in figure 9 is very close to
an octahedron.
As it can bee seen in figure 9, the hull obtained from
experimental data is very close to the theoretical
octahedron shape.
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5.3

Difference surface and comparison

In parallel, the two bottom surfaces in contact have
been measured individually with a confocal chromatic
probe fitted on an AltisurfÓ 500 developed by Altimet. The
two surfaces are represented in figure 12. One point has
been measured every millimeter according to the two
principal directions.
Surface of the bar

Fig. 9 3D gap hull.
In figure 10 is presented the minimum translation
vertex of the previous gap hull, it corresponds to the
minimal value of displacement in translation according to
the z-axis. One can observe that the extremity is not
exactly a point resulting from the intersection of four
planes as defined with the theory.

Surface of the groove

C

W

A

B

A

B

Fig. 12 Measured surfaces.

Alpha

Beta

C

After that, the difference surface is determined. It
consists in calculating the elevation difference of the two
surfaces for each point [12]. Figure 13 represents the
envelope surface of the planes positions (above) and the
difference surface (below). The difference surface
corresponds to the local gaps between the surfaces.

Sdisp

Fig. 10 Minimum translation vertex.

5.2

Envelope surface

Similarly to the 2D study, it is possible to determine the
position of the symmetry plane of the part 2 with respect
to the part 1. Two envelope surfaces are obtained, one
corresponding to the contact of the bar on the top surface,
the other one, to the contact on the bottom surface.
Figure 11 represents the below envelope (contact on
the bottom surface) of all the measured position of the
plane. If we consider that the bar is perfect, the graph
represents the form of the bottom surface of the groove.
Like the 2D study, it is impossible to distinguish the
contribution from each surface in contact.

Ssurf

Z

Y

X

Fig. 13 Difference surface and envelope surface.
If it is supposed that the bar is perfect (no surface
defect), the difference surface is identical to the groove
surface. Theoretically, the envelope surface would be
identical to the convex surface associated to the
difference surface. The envelope surface would be the
envelope of the planes tangent to the difference surface,
i.e. the envelope surface of a plane rolling on the
difference surface.

Fig. 11 Below envelope surface of the plane.
June 15th – 17th, 2011, Venice, Italy
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From difference surface, the gap hull could be
represented. The comparison of the two gap hulls can
then be performed (figure 14). One can notice a good
accordance, on one hand, between the two gap hulls
obtained and, on the other hand, the surfaces of these
two hulls are very similar in shape and size. In order to
facilitate the comparison, the envelope surface has been
shifted along the z-axis of 0.05mm.

Ddisp
Dsurf

W

C

A
B

Alpha

-3

x 10

Beta

A

B

C

Fig. 14 Comparison of gap hulls.

Measurement of displacements

Gap hull

6 Conclusion
This paper describes a measuring system consisting of
three linear displacement sensors located between the
parts of the joint which allows to observe the behaviour in
displacements of a planar joint. It allows to perform a fast
and accurate measurement of the displacements in 3D
space. A graphic output lets us visualize (the above row of
figure 15):
the displacements,
the gap hull,
the envelope of the displacements of the parts.
From the surface measurement, the difference surface
is computed and a comparison with the envelope surface
is achieved. Moreover, the gap hull can be represented
(the below row of figure 15).
The obtained results from the measurements of
displacements and surfaces can be compared in terms of
the gap hulls as well as of the surfaces (the middle row of
figure 15). For a bar with an important form defect (0.1
mm), the results are particularly enthusiastic. The next
step consists in validating the measurement protocol for
the lower form defects. The study of the small
displacements characterizing the deviations of a surface,
the setting deviation of a workpiece or the gap in
connection linkage is consequently possible. The
applications of the measurement of gap hulls in product
life cycle are numerous from design to maintenance:
validation of the geometrical joint models,
control of the tolerancing simulation loop,
measurement of the geometrical requirements of a
manufactured product,
evolution of the joint behaviour along the product
duration for predictive diagnosis in maintenance
activity.

Envelope of the
difference surface

Compar
i
sons

Gap hull

Envelope of the
difference surface

Measured surface

Measurement of surfaces

Fig. 15 Synoptic view of the developed methods.
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